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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Well, that's what I get. As I mentioned in the two previous reviews, there are five parts of Octavia Butler's Patternist series, but only four of them are in print (tied together in a set now called Seeds for Harvest). To get the fifth book, this book, one Butler intentionally removed from print, you have to do a little back-alley workarounds, either find a PDF and read it
on a tablet, or do as I did, taking the said PDF and smashing it down into Word Doc and reading it to the arch well, that's what I get. As I mentioned in the two previous reviews, there are five parts of Octavia Butler's Patternist series, but only four of them are in print (tied together in a set now called Seeds for Harvest). To get the fifth book, this book, one Butler intentionally removed from print, you have to do
a little back-alley workarounds, either find a PDF and read it on a tablet, or do as I did, taking the said PDF and smashing it down into Word Doc and reading it on an archaic ereader, with all its crazy broken formatting and insane page breaks intact. Guaranteed to add at least three days to what would otherwise have been a two bite/two day page turner. And was it worth it? History so far: In Patternmaster,
we begin at the end of the saga, a thousand years in the future, with a battle of psychic will for the right to become the new chapter of the template. We learn about patterned (associated psychics with different powers and talents) and mute (people without psychic abilities who are slaves of patterners), as well as clayarks, mutated people who resemble sphinxes with human heads and bodies of lions. In
Mind of My Mind, we go back in time to the present day, when the first patterners begin to involve themselves in each other and create an early version of the pattern, against the will of the mental breeder / eugenics Doro. Here we meet Clay, a rogue, fragile psychic, who we assume (since the last book in the series is called the Ark of Clay) eventually pilot the ark, which will bring back the disease of the
clay ark that creates the clay. But for now, it's all in the future/past. Or something like that. Survivor is the third book to be written in the series, but it takes place in the fourth chronological order, after Clay's Ark, but before Patternmaster, a hundred years or more in the future from Mind of My Mind. This applies to a group of earthly, mute, who try to avoid being struck by clay disease, and who accept their
religion (preaching the truth of the image of God, namely the god who walks and speaks in humanoid screeching) to another planet, both to spread the gospel and to avoid the spread of the disease. Alanna, our main character, was a wild child on earth, a wild man living in the woods after the collapse of civilization, partly rehabilitated by these missionaries, but ultimately following them only out of gratitude
and gratitude Assimilation. If she had a better option, she'd get it. I suspect that Missionaries Jules and his wife Nile will be important in Clay's Ark, but so far they are just two people living on a new planet, in the midst of a war between two tribes. Garcon, a tribe with which the missionaries became friends, is a militant people whose main source of food is the Mehla plant, which is highly addictive and can be
fatal. Their rivals, Tekohn, are similar in size and shape, but are painted differently. Both of these people are Con humanoids, but are covered in fur that changes color as well as a mood ring, according to pain or fear or anger. Tecon worships Blue, a color that only their top leaders possess - other subsms within the clan, such as workers or artists, have yellow or dark green fur. The Garcons, though
endless belligerents, have lost all lines of people who could create a new blue man to become their Hao, a position with the highest authority in the tribe. Garcon currently exist without Hao, but they have plans to kidnap Diut, Tekon Hao for their own purposes. It's not optimal, but it can work. Alanna was kidnapped, along with several other missionaries and Garcon allies, Tekon, and forced to escape the
influence of the Mehl plant. All but Alanna die in the process, although Alanna believes that Garcon, considering the Mehl plant as a religion rather than a drug, decided to lose his life rather than live without it, and people, not knowing anything better, decided to die with them rather than endure. Alanna survives on willpower and the desire to escape. She eventually assimilated into Tekon for two years, and
is raped and impregnated with Diut. To everyone's amazement, a combination of Kohn/human is possible, and Alanna has a healthy baby who is later killed in the Garkohn raid (the story chronology does a lot of jumping around). When she finally returns to missionary camp, she is accepted but skeptical, especially when she tells them what she learned about the Garcon/Tecon war. Alanna tries to convince
the Missionaries that Garcon is the true enemy and that they plan to enslave the Missionaries completely and only allow them to maintain the illusion of freedom for convenience. Against their prejudice to Tekohn, Alanna convinces Jules to lead his men in an act of passive resistance against their allies, who are soon shown to be their enemies. It's a complicated story, but hardly a terrible one. Kona's
amusing color flashes of fur are a neat touch, and the battle at the end is good, but I have to side with Butler on this. She called it My Star Trek novel for the way he rather thoughtlessly treated other species as savages to be civilized higher men, the sci-fi equivalent of the White Man burden in 19th-century novels. She may have thought she was sending this relationship off while writing Survivor, but when
she got to the end, she might have realized that she only played up to them. Teh crime, however, how weak this story fits into the rest of the Patternist saga. Hardly at all, really. There are maybe three pages in most of the clayarks and struggling home that link this to the rest of the saga. It's basically its own self-help story with a bit of background to connect it with others. So it's not worth it if you're not a
bigot for the series. I'm not unhappy, I've read this, but it hardly matters. ... More Survivor (1978) is part of the Pattern series, but has not been re-released since 1981. Butler abandoned the novel and refused to allow it to be reprinted: When I was young, many people wrote about being like a different world and finding either little green men or little brown men, and they were always smaller in some way.
They were a bit of a laughing matter, or a bit like the natives in a very bad, old movie. And I thought, No way. Apart from all these people inhabiting the galaxy, it's really offensive garbage. People ask me why I don't like Survivor, my third novel. And that's because it feels a little like that. Some people go to another world and immediately start mating with aliens and have children with them. I think of it as my
Star Trek novel. All I can say is she clearly looked better star Trek class than I ever did. I can understand her problems with biology, but what she seems to be saying is that Surviving is a dishonest novel. Well, I kind of like it. I'm sorry you don't find out. I was wrong in the comments to the last post when I said that it is only tenuously connected to other painting books. It is, as I remembered, almost
completely installed on another planet. But it is very important that the people in the book, and especially Alanna, the main character and titular survivor, come from this decaying Earth. They have experienced a lot of betrayal (a clay friend is an unreliable friend, from people who intentionally spread the plague) and the crisis. Alanna herself was a wild man before she was accepted by the volunteer
missionaries. Between the ages of eight and fifteen, after her parents died as society collapsed, she lived alone and wild. Every society it becomes a part of then it is mixed in and takes protective coloring. The missionaries who accept it are not your ordinary people in space. They took a one-way journey and are especially obsessed with keeping themselves human because they have seen clayarks. And
their spaceship is powered by telekinetics, which dies on arrival. No one is boldly going - more like an escape. They are space refugees much more than the pioneers of space. The basic story of Survivor is actually pretty standard for writing SF. Some people go to colonize another planet, it has smart aliens, they have problems with them, the main character is captured by aliens and will find out how to get
along with them. I can think of a bunch of books that it describes: Judith Moffett, Moffett, Forty thousand in Gehenna, Marion zimmer Bradley Star danger-hang for a moment, why all those written by women? Is there something I can't see? And why did I read all these books so I could have their names on my fingertip? Why is this a topic and a story that I am always happy to rediscover? Is there really a
subversive feminist thing going on here? (Do you think?) Of course, Alanna is a powerful central female character of the kind who was still quite unusual in 1978, and even in the early eighties when I read Survivor. And of course this thing to get along with aliens, especially in light of the history of Tiptree, is interesting. I think Survivor can definitely be located with a lot of feminist SF. This is actually an
interesting variation on the theme outlined above. First, Alanna, the main character of mankind, is very atypical. It's from Earth, but not the Earth or the culture that feels familiar. (Forget Middle America Star Trek in space.) Even for what happened to the Earth, she is very young, and she has this wild background. It would be a much more conventional book with the main character, designed for easy
identification. It is Alanna's characteristic that makes this growth above normal. In addition, the alien culture is excellent. They're all Cohn, but people interact with two of them, Garcon and Techon. They have fur that changes color and flashes as part of their communication. Garcon, with whom people initially make friends, notes membership is intentionally eating addictive fruit that only grows in their region.
I'd also argue with Butler's characterization of aliens (in interviews) as somehow less. They are not as technologically advanced as humans, of course, but in all other ways they beat them up and surrounded them. There's very little doubt that the human colony on the planet will be fully assimilated. Aliens are much better adapted to survive. And as we know, people on Earth are not very good, and many
other colonies go to take telepathic children together like cuckoos. Like the universe, it looks as if aliens are winning hands down. The theme of survival is obvious, another theme of the novel belongs. When people talk about writing what you know rather than writing SF, I always say that one thing we are all qualified to write is the story of being thirteen years old and surrounded by foreigners. There's a
way in which Survivor is something that-again especially in the light of a male woman doesn't see. Alanna is eighteen when she goes to an alien planet, twenty at the end of the book. Let's start with the fact that it doesn't fit anywhere. Humans are as alien to it as aliens, more alien in some ways, it more naturally fits into aliens. This is the story of how she finds her place and defines herself as belonging.
Her place is among foreigners, and the (biologically incredible) child she carries to the blue-fur alien leader who first raped her, but later comes to love. I find that the trail is much more problematic than human/alien interfering. Another thing that is strange in this book is color. Not among people. People mix black and white, and Alanna describes herself as semi-black and half Asian. (I notice there was no
doubt about masking this on the cover. The remaining racial prejudice, which leads one colonist to suggest that Alanna would be better received by black parents than whites, rises only to prove that everyone. But then we get to the aliens. Fluffy (but humanoid and interfafractyl) cohn literally people of color - they are heavily fur and their fur changes color as part of communication. Their natural fur hue
determines their caste, the bluer, the better and yellower, the worse. I'm sure Butler couldn't do it unconsciously, with the color of all things, but I find it hard to understand that it is designed with a neutral-to-positive depiction of text colors like caste and fate for foreigners. Garcon, who killed their blue-fur upper classes, are addicted bad guys, and Tehkohn, who keep the caste system complete, are the ones
Alanna chooses to belong to. Her leader husband has glowing blue fur. If this is perhaps what later made Butler uncomfortable and want to suppress the book, I see it. I mean I can also see all kinds of thought-provoking ways in which alien changes in fur color can be an interesting thing to do with race... but it really doesn't look like what she's doing. The kindness of Blue-Ness goes apparently
unquestioningly. Strange, like I said. Writing exactly where you expect it to be, better than The Mind of My Mind, is not quite as good as a wild seed. Characteristics, humans and aliens are excellent all the way through. The story is told in past and present themes, just like Clay's Ark. But you can't read it (unless you want to pay at least $60 for a used copy), so it doesn't matter whether I recommend it or not.
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